Question 10 (8 marks)

For this question you need to write the `getFirstLetterString()` method. This method is passed one parameter, an array of Strings. The method returns a String containing the first letter of each String in the array, i.e., the first letter of the first String in the array is concatenated to the first letter of the second String in the array, and so on.

Consider the code segment below:

```java
String[] words = {"tip", "angle", "net", "glad", "ore"};
String firstLetters = getFirstLetterString(words);
System.out.println(firstLetters);
```

If you have defined the `getFirstLetterString()` method correctly, the output from the above code segment should be:

```
tango
```

You can assume that no element in the array passed to the `getFirstLetterString()` is null. You can also assume that all the elements in the array contain at least one character.

Define the `getFirstLetterString()` method in the space provided below:

```java
private String getFirstLetterString(String[] words) {
    String firstLetters = "";
    for (int i = 0; i < words.length; i++) {
        firstLetters += words[i].charAt(0);
    }
    return firstLetters;
}
```
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Consider the code segment below:

```java
String[] words = { "tip", "angle", "net", "glad", "ore" };
String firstLetters = getFirstLetterString(words);
System.out.println(firstLetters);
```

If you have defined the `getFirstLetterString()` method correctly, the output from the above code segment should be:
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You can assume that no element in the array passed to the `getFirstLetterString()` is null. You can also assume that all the elements in the array contain at least one character.

Define the `getFirstLetterString()` method in the space provided below:

```java
private String getFirstLetterString(String words) {
    String firstLetters = "";
    for (int i = 0; i < words.length(); i++) {
        firstLetters += words[i].charAt(0);
    }
    return firstLetters;
}
```
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For this question you need to write the `getFirstLetterString()` method. This method is passed one parameter, an array of Strings. The method returns a String containing the first letter of each String in the array, i.e., the first letter of the first String in the array is concatenated to the first letter of the second String in the array, and so on.

Consider the code segment below:

```java
String[] words = {"tip", "angle", "net", "glad", "ore"};
String firstLetters = getFirstLetterString(words);
System.out.println(firstLetters);
```

If you have defined the `getFirstLetterString()` method correctly, the output from the above code segment should be:

```
tango
```

You can assume that no element in the array passed to the `getFirstLetterString()` is null. You can also assume that all the elements in the array contain at least one character.

Define the `getFirstLetterString()` method in the space provided below:

```java
private String getFirstLetterString(String[] words) {
    String result = \
        String.valueOf(String.valueOf(words[0].charAt(0)) + words[1].charAt(0)) + words[2].charAt(0) + words[3].charAt(0) + words[4].charAt(0));
    firstLetters = result1 + result2 + result3 + result4;
    return firstLetters;
}
```
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For this question you need to write the getFirstLetterString() method. This method is passed one parameter, an array of Strings. The method returns a String containing the first letter of each String in the array, i.e., the first letter of the first String in the array is concatenated to the first letter of the second String in the array, and so on.

Consider the code segment below:

```java
String[] words = {"tip", "angle", "net", "glad", "ore"};
String firstLetters = getFirstLetterString(words);
System.out.println(firstLetters);
```

If you have defined the getFirstLetterString() method correctly, the output from the above code segment should be:

```
tango
```

You can assume that no element in the array passed to the getFirstLetterString() is null. You can also assume that all the elements in the array contain at least one character.

Define the getFirstLetterString() method in the space provided below:

```java
private String getFirstLetterString(String[] words) {
    String firstLetters = " ";
    for (int i = 0; i < words.length; i++) {
        firstLetters += words[i] .charAt(0); 
    }
    return firstLetters;
}
```